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  ZEECO MIDDLE EAST LTD.  Has Become an Approved Source for Saudi Aramco 

USA – BROKEN ARROW, OKLAHOMA – Zeeco, Inc. is proud to announce that Saudi Aramco has granted 
9COM approval to Zeeco for a variety of combustion equipment manufactured at the Zeeco Middle East, 
Ltd. facility in Dammam. “We appreciate Saudi Aramco’s involvement and assistance in achieving this 
certification, and we are looking forward to continued manufacturing success in Saudi Arabia,” 
Mohammed Abugharbieh, Country Manager for Zeeco Middle East, Ltd., said.  

The approval allows Zeeco to supply Saudi Aramco with burners, thermal oxidizers, flare systems, and 
other components in its Dammam facility. “We are strategically located in Dammam Industrial City 2 so 
that we may provide rapid response and more efficient product delivery to the energy producing 
companies in the area,” Abugharbieh said.  

Zeeco is a global leader in the design, manufacturing, sales, and service of combustion equipment with 
manufacturing facilities on four continents and more than 25 engineering, sales, and service offices 
worldwide.  

“We value our long relationship with Saudi Aramco and appreciate the 9COM approval of equipment 
produced at our Dammam facility. We anticipate a mutually beneficial relationship as we serve this 
important market,” Darton Zink, owner and CEO of Zeeco, Inc., said.   

Known for its culture of innovation and problem solving, Zeeco has fostered a relationship with Saudi 
Aramco which has already resulted in new flaring technologies brought to market. “You will see more 
Saudi technologies being developed and more manufacturing within Saudi Arabia,” Abugharbieh said. 

About Zeeco: 

Founded in 1979, Zeeco has steadily become the world leader in the design and manufacture of 
advanced combustion and environmental solutions. Headquartered in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, USA, 
Zeeco is a privately held business with more than 1,000 employees and 25+ global locations on virtually 
every continent. The company has executed 40,000+ projects, including ultra-low NOx industrial 
burners, flares, hazardous waste incinerators, vapor control, and ancillary products for the refining, 
production, petrochemical, LNG, power, pharmaceutical, biogas, and other industries. ZEECO® products 
are designed to reduce emissions, optimize processing industries, and maximize operating efficiency 
while meeting all global environmental compliance requirements. Zeeco also provides comprehensive 
aftermarket parts, service, and engineered solutions as well as rental equipment. Zeeco’s worldwide 
headquarters is located on a 250-acre campus which includes a 100,000 ft2 (9,290 m2) manufacturing 
facility, and the world’s largest, industrial-scale research and test facilities. Learn more at Zeeco.com. 
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